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 Fixed-layout content can be rendered on all EPUB readers regardless of display technology. What is fixed-layout content? Fixed-layout content is content designed for use with a particular device or device family. It is a PDF, an image, or any other file type that does not reflow with the content of the book. There are fixed-layout formats for each of the major book types, as follows: Single-column
books: The primary fixed-layout content for EPUB is the Single-column book format. It is the default format for EPUB2 and must be used when publishing EPUB2 content in ISO/IEC 26300 compliant EPUB2 devices. The primary fixed-layout content for EPUB is the Single-column book format. It is the default format for EPUB2 and must be used when publishing EPUB2 content in ISO/IEC

26300 compliant EPUB2 devices. Double-column books: The primary fixed-layout content for EPUB is the Double-column book format. This format is used to create EPUB3 content. In EPUB3, double-column books can be used, if appropriate, to represent content for display on screen and on paper. The primary fixed-layout content for EPUB is the Double-column book format. This format is used
to create EPUB3 content. In EPUB3, double-column books can be used, if appropriate, to represent content for display on screen and on paper. Spline-column books: The primary fixed-layout content for EPUB is the Spline-column book format. This format is used to create EPUB4 content. In EPUB4, spline-column books can be used to represent content for display on screen and on paper. EPUB

Formatting Guidelines In general, there is no single best method for rendering reflowable content. The following is a list of considerations that can be used when creating EPUB content. Device Support First and foremost, it is essential to understand the capabilities of the EPUB device. EPUB devices can support a variety of content layouts, device sizes, and text characteristics. The text characteristics
are described in Section 3 of this document, which provides advice on how to optimize each of the different text types for each of the device types. It 520fdb1ae7
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